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From the Classroom to the Virtual Stage: Miss Jordyn Diew Wins the 12th
District Talent Hunt
By Brother JD McDowell, II
Pi Chi Chapter
On May 14, 2021, eleven talented teens showcased their talents on the virtual
stage at the 2021 12th District Meeting in Phoenix, AZ. All participants were
winners of the local Chapters, but one talented youth rose to the top, becoming
the 1st place winner. Congratulations Miss Jordyn Diew of Oakland, CA. Miss
Diew is a student at Oakland School of Arts and competed in the Semi-Classical
Vocal Solo category, performing “When I Was Your Man” by composer Bruno
Mars. Miss Diew has performed in various venues, including Oakland’s Fox
Theatre, the Apollo Theater in New York City, and performed the National
Anthem at the San Francisco Giants Stadium. Miss Diew’s host Chapter is
Epsilon Xi of Sacramento, CA.
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This year’s talent competition was an adjustment from years past. Creating a
virtual show required all participants to submit self-tapes of their performances
to their local Chapters and a logistical timeline for Chapters to coordinate with
Talent Hunt Chairman Brother JD McDowell, II. The show in its entirety was
mapped out, we wrote out the scripts, and worked with our various Chapters
accordingly. There were three expert judges with expertise in the disciplines of
music, the arts and drama. We collaborated with Brother Dennis Toomer and
guest host Dr. Gethsemane Moss, Ed.D. for the show. The COVID-19 Pandemic
has shown us that for some things we have to shift, not quit. We were able to
provide an outstanding show featuring our talented youth. The participants also
received encouraging words from, Brother Ricky Lewis, First Vice Grand
Basileus as well as Brother D.L. Hughley.
The Talent Hunt allows our fraternity to engage our talented youth who don’t
always have an opportunity to showcase their talents. While the pandemic has
added additional layers to compete, it will be vitally important that we continue
our efforts to increase participation. We are providing an important platform for
budding artist who oftentimes go unrecognized.
Miss Diew was awarded $300.00 from the Epsilon Xi Chapter, $1000.00 from
the 12th District, and received $1500.00 from the International Talent Hunt
Committee. The runners up included Miss Jordan Daniels, representing Phi
Omicron Chapter, and Miss Sanaa Gray representing Tau Tau Chapter.

Greetings my Brothers,
Thank you for taking a moment to read the Massive & Progressive Twelfth
District Newsletter. Brother Director of Public Relations Jones and all the
Brothers and Chapters that contributed to this first Edition of the 12th District
Newsletter thank you and congratulations!
Since entering Omega in 1993 by way of Beta Chapter I’ve seen this quote:
“There is a place for mediocrity in our society but, not in Omega. We want
men whose minds are at least above the average, that they can make a
contribution to the life of an institution and to the world.”
Bishop Edgar A. Love
My Brothers, mediocrity does not exist in the 12th! We are placing a light on the great work each of your Chapters are
doing to ensure that the communities we serve are better than they were when we met them.
Omega has a responsibility to lift as we climb and continue to uplift. Even in these unprecedented times, you, the men of
Omega refuse to allow the limitations imposed by COVID-19 to stop our mission of Uplift. My Brothers you are doing
great work…I however offer you a challenge I know you can exceed…Do more! We can all do more ask one of your
friends to come back home, join us as we do more!
In Friendship,

Brother Kwame Dow
34th Twelfth District Representative
The Massive & Progressive 12th District
@12thDistrictRep

Thanks for all the contributions that made this newsletter possible. I look forward
to working with the brotherhood as we share the work of the district with the
brothers and beyond. I'd like to acknowledge Bro. Larry Ross (Omega Chapter),
who made a point to turn in his submissions even while battling his own health
issues.
Please continue to follow and share the District's work on social media and keep
sending in the work you're doing to 12thDPR@gmail.com.
Twitter: @opp12thD
Instagram: @opp12thD
Facebook.com/opp12thD
opp12d.org

Brother Jason Jones
12th District Director of Public Relations

A Half a Century in Omega, Marked by Service and Faith in God
By Brother Lerone Graham
Lambda Omicron Chapter
Bishop Johnny Young has lived more than half a century in service to Omega. The cardinal principles of Manhood,
Scholarship, Perseverance, and Uplift aren’t mere precepts to him -- they’re battle-tested qualities that Brother Young
has exemplified time and again in both his personal and professional life. “There’s no substitute for scholarship. There
is no substitute for showing manhood and leadership,” Brother Young said earlier this year, reflecting on reaching 50
years in the fraternity.
Brother Young, 69, started his professional career in 1972 with a brief stint teaching biology at Lanier High School in
his home state of Alabama. He made Los Angeles his home the next year, where he worked in the Inglewood Unified
School District as a teacher in science, mathematics, and career education.
His resume in education reads like a lifetime achievement list. He served 24 years in the California Parent Teacher’s
Association, along with three terms and 12 years on the Inglewood United School District Board of Education. He served
as president on the board for two terms.
Throughout his decades serving Southern California, Young
also served on several committees, tutoring programs, and
athletics boosting, among other roles. However, it was the
ministry that would become the calling that would mark
much of Young’s legacy. In 1982, when Young was on track
to become a career principal, he said he received a divine
epiphany that his calling was the ministry. That divine word
led to Brother Young becoming the senior pastor of Church
of God Pentecostal in Inglewood -- a role he still proudly
serves today.
Brother Young said the roots of his faith and perseverance began long ago in Dixons Mills, Alabama, an unincorporated
locality that recently reported a population of fewer than 3,000 people, according to census data. It was his Alabama
upbringing that Young credits for his work ethic, compassion, faith, and family orientation.
His father, a sharecropper, died when he was 11 years old. He grew up with 15 relatives in a 3-bedroom shack on a
household income of roughly $100 per month. Everyone had a job to do when it came to working the farm and raising
cattle. “They didn’t have much” Young said, but his family never wavered in their sense of togetherness and wanting the
best for each other. “I look back at that life now and I appreciate it,” he said.
Though his parents’ education stopped at 4th and 5th grade, they always stressed its importance to their children. They
didn’t have Kindergarten during Young’s upbringing but learning from his older brothers and sisters made him
academically advanced by the time he got to grade school. He went on to become the first person in his family to attend
college when he enrolled at Alabama State University.
Brother Young wasn’t on campus long before he found Omega Psi Phi. The brothers of Gamma Sigma Chapter caught
his attention because they were both the biggest social group on campus, but also known for handling business in the
classroom. “All the girls in the dorms used to come out and open the window up. The Ques would put on a show anytime
on a Friday afternoon,” Young said. However, he said their biggest claim to fame was that they had the highest grade
point average (GPA) -- something they weren’t too shy to brag about. “We used to tease the Alphas and the Kappas,”
Brother Young said with a smile.

The cardinal principles that Young learned as a young Omega Man were put to the
test in the early ’80s when he decided to leap out on faith and go full-time into the
ministry. To that point, he had put his all into his career in education. While his
schedule said 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Young’s principles made him work every day until
the job was done. He would routinely work 10 to 15 hour days and then double
back at night to make sure that the custodians were also doing their jobs to his
satisfaction. While this work was a labor of love, Young knew deeply that he
couldn’t be full-time in the school and earnestly give his full efforts to the ministry.
A few years into his pastoral career, Young said he went all-in on his obedience
to God and withdrew all of his money for retirement and put it into the church.
This was after he was already the top tither at the church. “My deacons talked to
me and said I must have lost my mind,” he said. Young’s wife, Brenda DavisYoung, encouraged him to fast and pray to make sure he was clearly hearing the
voice in God. While Young is now celebrating 50 years in the fraternity, he and his wife also celebrated 45 years of
marriage this year -- an accomplishment that Young also ranks as one of his greatest and proudest.
His marriage was built on faith, as Young met his wife in his younger years when her father served as the pastor of his
hometown church. On top of marrying his daughter, Young would go on to succeed his father-in-law as senior Bishop
of the church. Young calls his wife “the wind beneath his wings” and credits her with sticking by his side with emotional
and financial support, along with lots of sweat equity, throughout their many years serving the community and church
congregation.
Through all his years in education, the church, and community service, Young
called 2020 and the COVID-19 pandemic one of the biggest tests of perseverance.
“I would say that we are facing the biggest challenges we have ever faced before,”
Young said when mentioning that this is the first time schools had to be closed.
He mentioned that so many kids growing up in at-risk environments receive the
most guidance and care at school. Young said these things are difficult to replicate
remotely, and after the schools shut down, some kids still haven’t been located.
“Being a former educator, I know how much is being lost,” he said.
Brother Young is heartened to see the younger generations stepping up and
contributing to society, both in and out of Omega. He compares young protestors
in the Black Lives Matter movement to the activism of his generation -- including
the 1965 Selma protests, which took place miles from Young’s hometown.
When looking at the state of the fraternity, Young said Omega is in good hands. He says he’s consistently inspired by
the work and enthusiasm of the brothers of Lambda Omicron, his Southern California grad Chapter. As he reflects on
50 years in Omega, Young beamed when talking about his proudest moment -- watching his son become an Omega
Man through the Lambda Omicron Chapter. Young’s word of advice for the fraternity moving forward as a whole is to
stay progressive and aggressive on the district, national and international levels. He said that if the fraternity keeps
persevering and pushing forward, it could reach plateaus that it couldn’t have imagined.
Young’s method of uplifting the world is through his ministry, and it’s not something that he plans to give up anytime
soon. “I move by the spirit of God and God just saw me through all the way,” Young said with pride. “I plan to be
pastoring until I get about 140.”

Assault on Illiteracy: “A Year-Round Commitment”
By Brother James Breedlove
Zeta Rho Chapter

Beginning at the start of the pandemic, and continuing
through every semester since, the Brothers of Zeta Rho
Chapter (in partnership with the Bridge Builders Foundation,
and the Tabahani Book Circle) have given out more than 400
library quality hard cover books and “Assault on Illiteracy”
T-shirts. In addition, the Brothers assisted with the build and
distribution of over 200 personal home desk to elementary
school aged youth throughout Los Angeles County.
According to Zeta Rho Basileus Bro. Thomas Dowdy “This
engagement serves multiple purposes. First, to provide
targeted ethnic minority youth with personal books and desks to own and take home. Second, to reinforce the value of
in-home reading. And, lastly to educate and normalize African American achievements in STEM and society.”
The desks were built in partnership with a local
church, and involved several Brothers participating
in the construction, coordination and distribution.
The library quality books were on a variety of
culturally relevant subjects, and featured a special
book entitled “The Vast Wonder of the World:
Biologist Ernest Everett Just.”
Another 300 books and t-shirts will be distributed
during the fall of 2021-2022. The schools and young
people are so excited and appreciative to receive
these surprise gift. These multiple engagements have been supported by over 30 members of the Zeta Rho Chapter.
Brother Drake Finley, ZP Chapter Social Action Chair is leading the school engagement.

Letter to the Oracle
By Brother Roland “Buddy” Lewis, Jr
Omicron Mu Chapter
This is a letter to the Oracle from the small but mighty Chapter of Omicron Mu aka “The Valley Ques.” The difficulties
over the past year brought on by the Covid-19 pandemic and new regulations that were instituted by the Fraternity have
impacted every Chapter and each brother differently in how regular meetings are conducted and how all of the
fraternity’s mandated programs are completed. But despite these setbacks the brothers of Omicron Mu were undeterred
in their willingness to “See It Through”… by successfully completing a virtual Omega Talent Hunt and the Omega
Essay Scholarship Program. The Valley Ques are proud to announce that 8this year’s 3rd Annual Talent Hunt was a
huge achievement. Participants from high schools all over the San Fernando Valley area were represented and we are
proud to present our winners. In 3rd place and winner of $150 prize: Jumoke Walker https://youtu.be/eR_IF8XDe8Y ;
the winner of the 2nd place prize of $250 was Taylor Mosby: https://youtu.be/vTlAQG0hhZI; and our 1st place winner
of the $500 prize Romel Veal, Jr. https://youtu.be/o6LdqrVr4sE. Please use the links provided to view their talents.
Earlier this year, Omicron Mu completed its Omega Essay Scholarship program. Many applications were submitted
and reviewed but three outstanding students turned in excellent essays and were chosen to receive scholarships totaling
$1650. Kyle Harnett of Stevenson Ranch, Ca. who is the son Omicron Mu Chapter brother, Stacey Harnett *13Psi83
was the recipient of the 3rd place award of $150; and the $500 2nd place award went to Terry Sittisdjatum from Porter
Ranch; and our 1st place winner is Silvina Herrera of Van Nuys will receive a $1000 award to further her education.
Our scholarship winners had an average 4.41 GPA and 1403 SAT score. In addition to outstanding counselor references
each student provided a remarkable personal essay. Our scholarship recipients have been accepted to the following
prestigious universities… USC, UCLA, Cal Tech and William & Mary and they have aspirations in majoring
Neuroscience, Economic and Biology.
It is with extreme pride that the moving Omicron Mu Chapter is the recognized home to the newly elected 12th District
Chaplain. He is Rev. Charles Clemons; he is reclaimed brother who as joined the recently established Omicron Mu
Chapter, after pledging at Beta Chapter, Lincoln University in 1990 and receiving his Masters of Divinity from the
Master’s Seminary. He is a published author with a book entitled, “Undivided: A Biblical Response to What Divides
U.S.” Bro. Clemons is a New Jersey native, and the son of AME Rev. Charles Clemmons, Sr. and Cherrie Clemons
and he attributes his dedication to service from his parents who were very active with the black church and its patrons
who fought during civil rights struggle of the 1960’s. Brother Clemons is an ordained minister and served as a
Recreation Therapist for the Department of Veteran Affairs in Coatsville, PA.
After a life changing experience in 2005, when he accepted an invitation to come to Uganda and provide biblical
teachings to the LRA (Lord’s Resistance Army) during the rebel group abductions, he changed his focus. His encounter
serving the people of Africa lead him to continue that same dedicated service to the poor and needy back here in the
states.
Brother Clemons is presently a Hospital Chaplain and Aid & Relief worker the San Fernando Valley. His words of
healing and compassion were on exhibit when he was thrust into to duty during the aftermath of the 2019 Santa Clarita
High School shooting. Brother Clemons words and prayers enlighten monthly Chapter meetings. He is an inspiration
in the Chapter, and he surely will be that for the 12th District and anywhere that he is called to serve and deliver the
word of God. On behalf of the brothers of Omicron Mu and Omega Men in the 12th District we all say… Congratulations
to you Brother Clemons!

Understanding Fatherhood
By Brother Jeffery Douglas
Epsilon Xi Chapter
On June 30, 2021, the Brothers of The Elite Epsilon Xi Chapter, an Unincorporated
Association of the Omega Psi Phi Fraternity Inc. had the pleasure of presenting our
new event, Understanding Fatherhood, which was held on Zoom. We had four
amazing panelists: 1) 34th District Representative Bro. Kwame Dow 2) 32nd
District Representative Bro. James Walker 3) Bro. Jalani Bakari 4) Bro. Brandon
Brown. Each panelist was able to help create a dialogue with our participates based
on talking points that include commitment in fatherhood, raising boys and girls,
discipline, building healthy relationships with kids, financial responsibility, and
protection of family which met our learning objectives such as:
•
•

Strengthen the emotional connection between men in a learning space for them
to have fun together as they build lifelong relationships.

Get an understanding of fatherhood

• Create their own definition of fatherhood as a group
•

Able to explore personal values that will be able to shape themselves as current or future father

The Brothers wanted to make sure to create a safe space for men to discuss the importance of fatherhood, and things
that they have learned in their own journey of fatherhood that has challenged them to be a better father.

Black Nurses Event
By Brother Darrin Glover
Phi Omicron Chapter

On May 15, 2021, members of the Phi Omicron Chapter volunteered at the Bayview Baptist Church of San Diego, CA
to provide lunch for over 100 volunteers who worked a free vaccination site hosted by Bayview Church and facilitated
by the San Diego Black Nurses Association. This event saw 411 community members receive either their first or second
vaccine doses in support to fight the COVID-19 virus.

The Uplift Foundation Awards Over $20,000 in Scholarships
By Brother David Lankster
Kappa Xi Chapter
Recently, the Kappa Xi Chapter of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc. and the Uplift Foundation of Nevada, proudly presented
over $27,000 in scholarship money to eight high school seniors. Scholarship recipients are chosen based on academic
prowess and civic service, coupled with financial need. Applications were accepted through a partnership with Ronald
McDonald House Charities of Greater Las Vegas.
The Uplift Foundation, in conjunction with Kappa Xi Chapter, is a 501c3 nonprofit organization offering a variety of
youth-focused programming to assist scholars in achieving their full potential. Dating back to its inception in 2004, The
Uplift Foundation has awarded in excess of $200,000 to over 80 high school seniors in the Las Vegas valley. The Uplift
Foundation provides free workshops, scholarships, mentoring, as well as undertaking various philanthropy efforts such
as donating funds to replenish library books at a local magnet school, partnering with the Cultural Diversity Foundation
on providing computer literacy classes, as well providing free haircuts during annual Back-to-School drives.

Building Bridges and a Family Legacy of Service
Orange County California--Mu Alpha Alpha and Phi Lambda Chapters
Providing Service Over Four Decades
Story and Photography by Brother Myron E. Reed, Mu Alpha Alpha Chapter
Concept by Brothers Dr. Ernest Bridges, Kappa Tau Chapter and Dr. Theron Smith, Mu Alpha Alpha Chapter
Since being chartered on March 15, 1980, Mu Alpha Alpha (MAA) graduate
Chapter of the Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc. has provided service to Orange
County California and surrounding areas. Over the course of many decades, Mu
Alpha Alpha Chapter has cultivated and maintained a long and successful
relationship with the Brothers, and interests, of Phi Lambda undergraduate
Chapter. Phi Lambda was chartered at California State University Fullerton, but
it’s membership historically consists of Brothers that matriculate at several
colleges and universities throughout Orange County and the Inland Empire.
Brother Eugene (“Gene”) Pettiford, Jr. (L) with
Also chartered in 1980, Phi Lambda Chapter has the unique distinction and
son, Brother Eugene (“Tre”) Pettiford, III
honor of earning and being named the perennial 12th District Undergraduate
Chapter of The Year for the last consecutive half-decade or longer. In addition to Chapter honors, Phi Lambda has
produced numerous individual 12th District and International Scholarship Award winners during this period as well.
A fun, unique, and rather interesting fact is that a father and son legacy duo are currently the Baseli of Mu Alpha Alpha
and Phi Lambda Chapters, respectively. Brother Eugene (“Gene”) Pettiford, Jr. is currently Basileus of Mu Alpha Alpha
Chapter and his son, Brother Eugene (“Tre”) Pettiford, III is Basileus of Phi Lambda. This is a first of its kind feat for
Mu Alpha Alpha and Phi Lambda legacy Brothers to concurrently lead their respective Chapters as Baseli. As if that
were not enough, Tre was recently elected to the office of 12th District Second Vice District Representative. Kudos and
congratulations to Gene and Tre, job well done! Gene was initiated in 2011 via Iota Nu Chapter, 3rd District, and Tre
was duly initiated via Phi Lambda in 2020.
While not a charter member of Mu Alpha Alpha, Brother Dr. Ernest Bridges (’75 Kappa Tau, 4th District) has a special
place in the history of the Chapter since its inception. Ernie, as he is affectionately known, was the Southern California
Area Representative circa 1979-80. Ernie was dispatched by then 12th District Representative Brother Arnold Butler to
work with a group of graduate military Brothers, primarily from Marine Corps Airs Station (MCAS) El Toro, that were
interested in forming a new Chapter in Orange County California. The rest as they say, is history. Ernie later transferred
his financial membership to Mu Alpha Alpha Chapter. Since it’s conceptualization in 1979 through today, every Brother
that has ever called MAA his fraternal home owes a debt of gratitude and respect to Brother Ernie Bridges. Keeping
with the theme of Omega family legacy, both of Ernie’s sons, Brother Eric Bridges and Brother Evan Bridges, were
initiated into Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc. via Mu Alpha Alpha Chapter in Spring 2000. Having served in literally
every capacity in the Chapter over the years, Brother Ernie Bridges remains active in Mu Alpha Alpha and is currently
Chapter Parliamentarian.
While not necessarily all Mu Alpha Alpha or Phi Lambda related, one of the strongest Omega family stories is that of
current Mu Alpha Alpha Brother Mark Smalls who was initiated in 1977 via Omega Zeta Chapter, 6th District, Duke
University. Brother Smalls family legacy is the following: Henry Smalls, father, Omega Chapter; Terrence Smalls, son;
Lenard Smalls, uncle, Omega Chapter; Byron Smalls, brother. Omega runs deep in the Smalls family!
The intriguing family legacy of service story is rounded out by the following list of Brothers from seven (7) additional
families with ties to either Mu Alpha Alpha, Phi Lambda or both: Morris P. (Big Mo) O’Kelly and Morris (Mo Kelly)
O’Kelly; Warren Williams and Jeffrey Williams; Undray Baker and Brandyn Baker; William Thomas (Omega Chapter)
and William Thomas, III; Bernard Hardy, Sr. and Bernard Hardy, II; Gilbert Melton and Byron Melton; Napoleon
Singletary, III and Napoleon Singletary, IV.

Desert Ques Recognized As Community Partner of the Year
By Brother Eugene Larry Ross
Phi Iota Chapter
The brotherhood of the Phi Iota Chapter had a banner 2020-21 year providing an array of uplift through the
implementation of their Omega Adopt-A School initiative. Hope Academy, a Title 1 school in South Phoenix, where
100% of the student body qualifies for free-reduced lunch, served as the beneficiary of the Chapter’s good deeds
throughout the pandemic.
Phi Iota Chapter established The Friends of Hope Food Pantry on the Hope Academy campus in September 2020.
Throughout the eight month project they collected nonperishable food items via an Amazon link and community
donations totaling $9,500. These donations allowed the brothers to provide food boxes for students and families, in
addition to the Chapter making a $500 donation to the school, seventy-five Thanksgiving Turkey holiday food
boxes, and $400 in gift cards used by Hope staff to promote and reward student engagement throughout the
pandemic
The final highlight of the year was the Phi Iota Chapter purchasing the graduation caps and gowns for the entire
Hope Academy senior class of 2021, when it was discovered than many of the families were facing financial
hardships. The Chapter was recognized at the graduation by the Maricopa County Superintendent of Schools, Mr.
Steve Watson as “Community Partner of the Year.”

(L-R) Phi Iota impact- Brothers Larry Ross, Hope Academy Director of Community Engagement, Bro. Dwayne Ross, Bro. Andrew Wood, Bro Mike
Bowers, and Bro Marc Sutton congratulate OYLA Hope senior mentees after graduation with special guest Maricopa County Superintendent of Schools
Steve Watson.

Living Above the Influence Youth Conferencing
By Brother Larry Ross
Phi Iota Chapter
On Saturday, May 8, 2021, the Phi Iota Chapter cohosted the annual Living Above the Influence Youth Conferencing
that brought together over 100 youth and parents for a morning long virtual conference that included keynote speakers,
breakout sessions and a Parent Academy forum lead by Bro Kino Carson, owner of Urban Heat Academy in Oakland,
CA. Included in the conference was a highly engaging youth forum on Community Policing that was moderated by
Bro. Danny White and Bro Dr. Ben Harrison.
The Phi Iota Chapter continued to serve as beacons to the youth of Phoenix metropolitan area throughout the
pandemic. OYLA co-founder Brother Dr. Bill Smith and his committee created unprecedented support structures.
They hosted bimonthly virtual empowerment workshops on various culturally responsive topics and academic
tutoring that positively impacted over 45 mentees in the 5th-12th grades.
For the fourth straight year 100% of the Omega Youth Leadership Academy senior cohort will be pursuing some form
of post-secondary education. Members of the Class of 2021 OYLA cohort will be attending the following schools:
Texas Southern University, Morehouse College, Arizona State University, Northern Arizona University, South
Mountain Community College, National Guard, and RSI- The Refrigeration School. The year will end with the annual
in person OYLA Youth Recognition Event where the dissemination of over $25K in scholarships will be awarded.

Jeremy Jupiter
By Brother Ronnie Walker
Tau Tau Chapter
Jeremy Jupiter and his brother were raised by a single mother, who at the time
was living with a relative in a trailer park in Carson CA. Jeremy’s mom heard
about Omega mentoring program from another parent and called Brother Ronnie
Walker, the Chairman of the Omega Educational Mentoring Program out of
TauTau Chapter, Compton CA.
His mother brought Jeremy to one our Mentorship programs in 2006. Brother
Ronnie Walker became his mentor. Jeremy attended the majority of our
mentoring sessions on Saturdays.
Jeremy graduated from high school and attended a junior college, and later was
accepted to an HBCU, Miles College, in Alabama. Jeremy later graduated and
received his B.S. After graduation he informed Bro Walker that he intended to
join the Los Angeles Police Department. Bro Walker is himself a 35- year
veteran of the Los Angeles Police Department who retired in 2017. Bro Walker
prides himself in helping young Black males apply and get through the testing
process of the police department. With the help of his partner in crime, Bro
Rodney Jones also LAPD retired and a few other retired Omega’s and an Alpha
who currently works recruitment for LAPD, these Black men help Black males
get into law enforcement.
Jeremy never lost contact with Brother Walker, seeking advice on his career
path. Jeremy graduated from the number 1 police department in the country,
The Los Angeles Police Department on Friday June 11, 2021. Bro Walker’s other mentee Jermain Coleman is an
Omega man who is a graduate of Morehouse College, and currently a police officer with Atlanta PD. Bro Paul Scott
is currently in the police academy with Miami Police Department. Bro Walker has another Black man who will be
starting the July academy for LAPD. The work never Stops!

DemoChicks “Breaking Barriers” Scholarship Event
By Brother Eugene Garvin
Phi Beta Beta Chapter
On August 28, 2021, Upward Bound Charities and the Inglewood Graduate Chapter of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity
Incorporated had the honor of donating six aerial drones, three of which were presented the day of, as a part of the
DemoChicks organization’s “Breaking Barriers” scholarship event. DemoChicks is a non-profit organization focused
on breaking the gender barriers of the work force by empowering young women to pursue careers in the industries of
architecture, construction, engineering, and demolition. DemoChicks’ mission is to be a catalyst that empowers and
enlightens young girls by sharing unique pathways to nontraditional careers, which aims to elevate them and provide
them with opportunities to excel in their field of choice.
The organization provides several programs that aim to not only provide mentorship and uplift young women to go
above and beyond in their careers, but also give them the insight and knowledge they need by providing hands on
instruction and creating a network of professional women who continuously break the glass ceiling into male-dominated
fields.
DemoChicks was founded by Robin Thorne, Founder and CEO of CTI Environmental, a multi-million dollar
engineering and specialized construction firm that has shown admirable success as a thriving business for over a decade.
It is phenomenal individuals such as Ms. Thorne who play an instrumental role in the development and uplift within
our communities. In addition to their outstanding work, DemoChicks also awards scholarships to several deserving
young ladies every year to help them embark on their journey to achieve a college education. Upward Bound Charities
and the Inglewood Graduate Chapter of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity Incorporated hope to continue to support
DemoChicks’ efforts and success as they continue to promote the principles of scholarship and uplift within the
community.

Recipients of the Upward Bound Charities Award: Oluchi Nzerem, Candelette
Vergara and Anaya Blade

Brothers of Phi Omicron Adopt-A-Highway
By Brother Joseph Cummings
Phi Omicron Chapter
Through the efforts of Brother Eric Johnson, Basileus, Phi Omicron Chapter was able to secure a part of Highway 94
in San Diego that runs through the community they serve in Southeast San Diego to clean-up. His efforts began almost
two years ago. He was able to petition the city for this site. On August 20, 2020, he received final approval. The Chapter
decided to call this endeavor, Adopt-A-Highway.
On May 15, 2021, Congresswoman Monica Montgomery-Steppe, District 4 and Assemblymember Dr. Akilah Webber,
District 79, made an official presentation to the Phi Omicron Chapter making the Adopt-A-Highway of Highway 94 in
Southeast San Diego official. These are the politicians who serve the citizens in this area in Southeast San Diego, one
of the most economically disadvantaged areas in San Diego.
In their speeches, Congresswoman Montgomery-Steppe and Assemblymember Webber thanked Phi Omicron for all
the work we have done to make Southeast San Diego a better place. Also, Bro. Johnson discussed his enthusiasm with
being able to help the community by keeping it clean with Assemblymember Webber and Congresswoman
Montgomery-Steppe.

Phi Omicron Mentors the Youth
By Brother Joseph Cummings
Phi Omicron Chapter
On June 5, 2021, the brothers of Phi Omicron Chapter
completed their Dr. John Arrington Mentorship (Dr. JAM)
program with an end of the year celebration. Dr. JAM is a
program which works with African-American males between
the grades of 6th and 12th, in the areas of character
development, academic success, cultural awareness, and social
service. It was originally created in the early 2000’s. Since its
inception, the program has been able to mentor hundreds of
boys in the Southeast San Diego community which is one of
the most economically disadvantaged communities in San
Diego.
Amazingly, the brothers of Phi Omicron were able to successfully complete the program virtually during COVID.
They mentored over 15 young men during this time frame. Their own Dr. John Arrington, who the program is named
after, was the keynote speaker. and delivered an eloquent message on the importance of education and utilizing all
their resources to get scholarships for college.

Phi Omicron 6th Annual Reclamation and Retention Event
By Brother Joseph Cummings
Phi Omicron Chapter
The brothers of Phi Omicron Chapter recently completed their 6th
Virtual Reclamation and Retention event of the year on May 20,
2021. They started this effort to begin to attain, reclaim and retain
brothers in the San Diego area back to the folds of Omega Psi Phi
by adopting the fraternity’s ”Each One Bring One” effort.
The last one featured the Brother Kwame Dow, the 12th District
Representative. Retention was the topic. Brother Dow spoke on
this very important issue in Omega. He then led an open forum in
which over 25 brothers from every district participated in a
question-and-answer session voicing their concerns and giving
some resolutions.

Operation Omega Relief II Provides Support During the Pandemic
By Brother Jason Jones
Theta Pi Chapter
For the second year, The Ernest E. Just Youth & Community
Services, Inc. and the 12th District partnered to provide materials to
help those in need during the COVID-19 pandemic. With the school
year starting in August, the 12th District was able to donate 12,000
face shields to elementary and middle schools across five states
across the District.
The donations were part of the District’s Operation Omega Relief
Program, aimed supporting those in need during the ongoing
COVID-19 pandemic. Students in Alaska, Arizona, California,
Nevada, Utah and Washington received face shields.
“The Delta variant continues to push COVID-19 numbers up across the country and we want to make sure that our kids
have everything they need to go back to school safely this fall,” said District Representative Kwame Dow. “We need to
do everything we possibly can to protect students from the virus.”
Chapters that participated included:
Alpha Nu Nu (Reno)
Beta Mu Mu (Las Vegas)
Delta Alpha Alpha (Tucson)
Delta Pi (Tacoma)
Epsilon Xi (Sacramento)
Gamma Alpha Alpha (Anchorage)
Iota Iota Iota (Utah)
Kappa Xi (Las Vegas)
Lambda Omicron (Los Angeles)
Phi Beta Beta (Inglewood)
Phi Iota (Phoenix)
Phi Lambda (Cal State Fullerton)
Rho Iota Iota (Long Beach)
Tau Tau (Compton)
Zeta Rho (Los Angeles)
Zeta Upsilon (Seattle)

Voter Education Roundtable with the California Secretary of State
By Brother Jason Jones
Theta Pi Chapter
The Get Out To Vote 2021 campaign started early this year with a Voter Education Roundtable on Sept 3 with the
California Secretary of State, the Honorable Dr. Shirley Weber and 12th District Representative Bro. Kwame Dow.
Dr. Weber is the fourth woman to hold the position and first Black woman. Dr. Weber is known for taking on tough
issues and advocating for expanding voting rights as a legislator after teaching in the Department of Africana Studies
at San Diego State University for more than 40 years. She also served as an undergraduate advisor at San Diego State
for Omega Psi Phi.
Dr. Weber explained how the Sept. 14 gubernatorial recall election worked and what Californians needed to do to vote.
She also provided important information on voting rights and answered questions from attendees of the event.
Stay on the lookout for more from the District with this year’s Get Out To Vote campaign.

Omega Street Clean Up
Delta Pi Chapter Provides UPLIFT on Streets of Tacoma
By Brother Lewis Brinson, Delta Pi Chapter
The Brothers of the Mighty Delta Pi (Graduate) Chapter are
cleaning up the streets of Tacoma, WA by picking up
hundreds of pieces of garbage every month on Martin
Luther King Jr. Way. Delta Pi Chapter adopted the street in
2006 and are known by the residence as the custodians of
the historic “Hilltop” neighborhood.
This neighborhood is the heart of the community and litter
from excessive drug use, late night activity and trash that
can cause harm to children and the environment often covers
the streets. This community also has one of the highest
crime rates in Pierce County. Omega has a responsibility
and is leading from the front to help revitalize and restore
the historic neighborhood. Delta Pi Chapter has longstanding relationship with the neighborhood and adopted Martin Luther King Jr. Way 14-years ago to help make a
difference and keep the streets clean as part of the Chapter’s Social Action program.

42nd Grand Conclave (Los Angeles, CA)
(Grand Basileus Herbert Tucker Jr. and Grand Counselor Carl A. Earles)
By Brother Darroll Love, History & Archives Chairman
The 42nd Grand Conclave hosted by
Lambda Omicron and Lambda chapters
was held at the Cosmopolitan Hotel on
360 South Westlake Street.1 The
official dates were August 18th-23rd,
1955. The outgoing 22nd Grand
Basileus was Brother John F. Potts (Mu
Upsilon – 1937). The incoming 23rd
Grand Basileus was Brother Herbert
Tucker Jr. (Gamma – 1936). In his post
conclave address to the fraternity in the
September 1955 Oracle, Brother Tucker
highlighted the fraternity’s mandate to
help those "enslaved by the mediocracy
of second-class citizenship…" with a
focus on scholarship.2

Newly elected officers were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grand Basileus: Herbert E. Tucker, Boston, MA
1st Vice Grand Basileus: J. T. Brooks, Montgomery, AL
2nd Vice Grand Basileus: Earl E. Reeves, West Virginia State College, Institute, WV
Grand Keeper of Records & Seal: Walter H. Riddick, Norfolk, VA.,
Editor to the Oracle: E. F. Corbett, Greensboro, NC
Grand Keeper of Finance: J. B. Blayton , Atlanta, GA
Grand Counselor: Carl A. Earles, Los Angeles, CA

In attendence and addressing the Conclave were founders:
•
•
•

Reverend Edgar A. Love, Baltimore, Md., bishop of the Methodist Church
Dr. Oscar .I. Cooper, Philadelphia, PA, physician and
Dr. Frank Coleman, professor, Howard University, Washington. D. C.

At this conclave, the fraternity committed overwhelming support to the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) by extending its current life membership in two ways: (1) voting
to make a substantial contribution during the next fiscal year and (2) setting in motion the plan to have all
150-graduate chapters establishing NAACP life memberships. Lambda Omicron, led the drive by obtaining
an NAACP life membership on the final day of the five-day conclave.

1

Uncredited article (1955, September). Omegas Vote "ENTIRE RESOURCES" in Desegregation Battle Ahead. The Oracle,
page 5.
2 Tucker Jr., Herbert E. (1955, September). The Grand Basileus Speaks. The Oracle, page 4.

The NAACP had been leading the charge for scholarship attainment within the Black community. This
conclave legislated our commitment to the NAACP by establishing a mandated program whereby each
graduate chapter is required to maintain a Life Membership with the NAACP.

Omega’s mandated focus on scholarship came on the heels of the Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka,
347 U.S. 483 (May 17, 1954) landmark U.S. Supreme Court decision ruling that U.S. state laws establishing
racial segregation in public schools are unconstitutional, even if the segregated schools are otherwise equal in
quality. The Court's unanimous (9–0) decision stated that "separate educational facilities are inherently
unequal", and therefore violate the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment of the U.S.
Constitution.

The 12th district saw our very own Brother Carl Alexander Earles (Lambda
Omicron – 1941) elected as the fifth Grand Counselor of the fraternity at the
42nd Conclave. He graduated from Wiley College in Marshall, Texas, in 1943
and immediately enlisted in the United States Army. He served with distinction
in the European Theater with the field artillery division and attended chemical
warfare school. Honorably discharged after World War II, he relocated to Los
Angeles and studied law at USC and Southwestern School of Law (leveraging
G.I. Bill benefits). Brother Earles passed the California State Bar and was
admitted on July 31, 1951. He practiced law for more than 60 years. When he
turned 90, he received congratulations from President Barack and First Lady
Michelle Obama, Gov. Jerry Brown, Los Angeles County Second District
Supervisor Mark Ridley-Thomas, and Los Angeles Mayor Antonio
Villaraigosa.3

Newly elected Grand Basileus Brother Judge Herbert E. Tucker, Jr., was an ideal
Omega man to lead Omega’s charge at the time. He was born in Boston on
August 30, 1915. After graduating from the Boston Latin School, Brother Tucker
attended Northeastern School of Law, earning his J.D. He began his professional
career as a revenue agent with the Internal Revenue Service from 1943 to 1952.
He departed the IRS with the start of his private practice, Cardozo & Tucker. In
1959, Brother Tucker was named assistant attorney general of the state of
Massachusetts, where he remained for nine years. At the time, he also served as
president of the Boston chapter of the NAACP.

In 1960, Tucker was appointed by Senator John F. Kennedy to the civil rights section of his 1960 presidential
campaign. In 1969, Tucker became commissioner of the Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities and
was named chairman in 1972. As further demonstration of Brother Tucker’s commitment to scholarship, he
was lecturer at several universities for most of his career, including Boston College, Boston University,
Northeastern University and Harvard College.

3

LA, O. W. (2021, October 26). Attorney Carl A. Earles succumbs at 90. Our Weekly. Retrieved November 13, 2021,
from https://ourweekly.com/news/2013/05/23/attorney-carl-a-earles-succumbs-at-90/.

Omicron Nu Chapter: Transferred
Brothers
By Darroll Love
Omicron Nu Chapter

Omicron Nu chapter welcomed Army
Captain Brother Joseph “Cody” Lucas
(12-06-Xi Psi – South Carolina State
University) to the 12th District as a new
member of the chapter. Transferring in
from Lambda Beta Beta, Home of the
Tropic Lightning Ques. He is assigned
to the Naval Postgraduate School in
Monterey, CA while pursuing his
master’s degree. As real Omega men do, he hit
the ground running within the chapter by
establishing a health initiative encouraging and
tracking exercise accomplishments over twoweek intervals. He also hosted chapter members
in COVID-19 precaution compliant fellowship
sessions.
Brother Lucas is married with four children. His
oldest son is Brother Ty Lucas, 1-21-Chi Delta, is a BCS champion running back at Clemson
University. Our ’21 Brother will be graduating this year and has an assistant superintendent position
waiting for him. Brother Cody Lucas is looking forward to the next in-person 12th District event to
attend and fellowship with the brothers of the Massive and Progressive 12th District.

Omicron Nu Chapter: Visiting Brothers
By Darroll Love
Omicron Nu Chapter

1st Vice Grand Basileus Ricky Lewis reached out
to Omicron Nu to fellowship with Brother Terry
Travis (’89 Psi Gamma – Kent State) during his
visit to the Monterey Peninsula while presenting
at the “18th Biennial Conference on
Transportation and Climate Policy”. Brother
Travis is co-founder and Principal with EVNoire,
an award-winning, consulting group working on
electric, connected, shared and autonomous
vehicle technology.
Brother Paige Williams (’97 Sigma Rho and charter member of Chi Mu Nu “China Ques”) was also
present with his wife Cynthia. His wife, an executive with Ford Motor Company, was also a panelist
at the conference. Omicron Nu was able to fellowship and break bread with the visiting Brothers and
establish new friendships.

